During the wireless transmission process, the present invention relates to a control unit (160) and a method for controlling a wireless data transmission between a wireless terminal (300a - 300e) and an access points (200a, 200b, 200c) of a communications network provided in a means of transportation, particularly as a computer program for executing the method. In the method for controlling the wireless data transmission between a wireless terminal (300a - 300e) and access points (200a, 200b, 200c) of a communications network provided in a means of transportation, particularly in an aircraft, the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) is assigned to two or more of the access points (200a, 200b, 200c) in such a way that one communications channel is respectively available between the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) and the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) for wireless data transmission between the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) and the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c), with a control unit (160) being used, in the case of data transmission from the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c), to determine a message for further use in the communications network based on the messages received from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) by the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c).
Method for Considerably Enhancing the Availability of Wireless Connections

The present invention relates to a control unit and a method for controlling a wireless data transmission between a wireless terminal and access points of a communications network provided in a means of transport, particularly in an aircraft, as well as a computer program for performing the method.

The planned use of wireless communications networks (also referred to as wireless communications networks) to connect electronic devices to one another in means of transport such as, for example, aircraft, ships, buses, or trains, is increasing. These electronic devices (often referred to as electronic terminals in the context of wireless communications) include, among other things, sensors, indicator elements such as warning and control lights, displays (for example, for "in-flight entertainment"), and actuators (such as electrical motors, light fixtures and illumination systems) as well as devices that record and process and/or store data (for example, data recorders or control units). In order to guarantee the reliable transfer of information between the network components of the communications network, for example, between the electronic devices themselves or between a central network component such as a central computer or server unit, and the electronic devices, it is important to take any interference that may arise into account.

The use of parallel cable connection is known in wireline communications networks for preventing disruptive influences. The necessary degree of reliability is achieved by a sufficient number of redundant connections. In general wireless communications networks, it is known to use a plurality of antennas that are slightly spatially offset in order to achieve a higher data rate or a lower error rate in data transmission to a mobile terminal. Moreover, transmission systems are known that repeat faulty data transmissions with a time delay with antennas that are located at a distance from one another or using different frequencies. In new fourth-generation (Long Term Evolution (LTE)) mobile communications networks, mobile telephones are able to maintain a data connection to multiple base stations, at least temporarily, in order to select the better connection or to improve the data rate.

One object of the present invention is to provide a control unit and a method for controlling a wireless data transmission between a wireless terminal and access
points of a communications network provided in a means of transportation, in particular in an aircraft, and a computer program for performing the method, by means of which reliable communication is guaranteed in the communications network.

This object is solved using a control unit according to Claim 1, a method according to Claim 5, and a computer program according to Claim 14. Particular embodiments result from the respective dependent claims.

According to the present invention, a control unit is provided for controlling a wireless data transmission between a wireless terminal and access points of a communications network provided in a means of transportation, in particular in an aircraft. The wireless terminal is assigned to two or more of the access points in such a way that a communications channel for wireless data transmission is respectively available between the wireless terminal and the two or more access points. In the case of a data transmission from the two or more access points in the direction of the wireless terminal, the control unit is configured to select at least one, in particular exactly one, of the two or more access points for the data transmission to the wireless terminal. Alternatively or additionally, the control unit is configured to determine, in the case of a data transmission from the wireless terminal in the direction of the two or more access points, a message to be further used in the communications network based on messages received by the two or more access points from the wireless terminal.

Interference and noise components of various origins usually act on a wireless communications channel and influence it. Therefore, such interference is also able to affect communications channels between the wireless terminal and the two or more access points. The influence on the communications channels may be caused by reflective properties of the surrounding area (for example, walls, doors, equipment such as beverage carts, or the like), i.e., passive interference, and/or by active transmissions by devices (for example, microwaves, electronic devices belonging to passengers, jammers). At least some of these influences may be dependent upon location, i.e., have a stronger effect on one communications channel than on another. The use of the plurality of separate communications channels between the wireless terminal and the two or more access points for data transmission at least considerably reduces, if not completely neutralizes, the disruptive influences, in particular the disruptive influences that do not work on all usable communications channels or do not work equally on all usable communications channels.
By selecting at least one, in particular exactly one, of the two or more access points for the data transmission to the wireless terminal, in the case of a data transmission from the two or more access points in the direction of the wireless terminal, for example, one or more access points may be selected whose communications channels to the wireless terminal have the fewest disruptions. This neutralizes, or at least weakens, interference acting on the channel or channels that were not selected. By detecting a message to be used further, in the case of a data transmission from the wireless terminal in the direction of the two or more access points, based on the messages received by two or more access points from the wireless terminal, it is possible, for example, to determine a message that corresponds to the message transmitted as exactly as possible, if not even completely correctly. This also neutralizes, or at least weakens, interference acting on one or more channels.

The wireless communications network (communications network) may be any conceivable type of network for the wireless networking of electronic devices (electronic terminals) in a means of transportation, such as an aircraft, in particular a wireless radio communications network. In the wireless communications network, at least some of the network components (also referred to as network elements or network nodes) communicate with one another in a wireless fashion; additionally or alternatively, however, some of the network components may communicate with one another over a wired connection as well. Thus, one or more network components, such as one or more central computing units (for example, one or more central control computers, such as servers) of the communications network may communicate with one another in a wired fashion (for example, via a data bus) to other network components such as, for example, access points, which in turn are connected in a wireless fashion to additional network components such as wireless terminals. The network components in the communications network may include, for example, a plurality of access points, a plurality of wireless terminals, and one or more central computing units such as servers. The one or more computing units such as the one or more central servers, may be connected to the plurality of access points in a wired fashion via a (main) data bus.

At least one subset of the plurality of wireless terminals, for example, all wireless terminals, is respectively assigned to two or more of the plurality of access points, such that a communications channel for wireless data transmission between the wireless terminal and the two or more access points is available between each of this
subset of wireless terminals and the two or more access points. In this context, the
term "between" the wireless terminal and the two or more access points is not to be
understood as having any preferred directional connotation; rather only that, inde-
pendently of the direction, a communications channel (also referred to as a transmis-
sion channel) is respectively present between the wireless terminal and the two or
more access points. This means that, "between" each wireless terminal and the two or
more access points, a communications channel is generally present for the trans-
mission of data from the wireless terminal in the direction of the two or more access
points (this transmission direction is usually referred to as "uplink" in communications
terminology) as well as a communications channel for the transmission of data from
the two or more access points in the direction of the wireless terminal (this transmis-
sion direction is usually referred to as "downlink" in communications terminology).

For example, the communications network may be a local radio network such as a
wireless local area network (WLAN), also referred to as "Wi-Fi" in some countries,
such as the U.S. This network may, for example, operate in accordance with the
standard IEEE-802.11

The access points may create the transition from, for example, the wire-connected
(main) data bus (which connects the one or more computer units to the plurality of
access points) to the wireless terminals. The one or more central computing units
(e.g., control computers/servers) are, in particular, the network components on
which applications run that require connection to the terminals or to which the termi-
nals want access. Alternatively or additionally, the one or more central computing
units may realize connection queries from other devices/terminals or other applica-
tions via the network.

The wireless terminals may be, for example, sensors, actuators, sensor nodes, or
other electronic devices that are able to communicate in a wireless fashion with the
access points and thus with the one or more control units (for example, server(s)).
All sensors and/or actuators conventionally connected via wired communication may
be connected in a wireless fashion into the communications network described here.
The following are mentioned here purely by way of example: temperature sensors,
pressure sensors, proximity switches, RPM sensors, airflow meters, positioning devic-
es, electrical motors, light fixtures, and illumination systems, or data-processing
devices (such as, for example, computers, control units, data recorders, or the like).
The wireless terminals, for example, the sensors, actuators, sensor nodes, or elec-
tronic devices may also communicate via the one or more control units to other wireless terminals, for example, other sensors, actuators, sensor nodes, or other electronic devices. The sensor nodes are particularly designed to query their surroundings by means of one or more sensors and forward the information, for example, to the central processing unit or other sensor nodes.

As mentioned above, preferably at least a subset (i.e., one or more), or all, for example, of the wireless terminals disposed in the communications network is respectively assigned to at least two access points (associated with at least two access points). Even if the text below refers to only one of such a subset of wireless terminals, this applies accordingly for all of the other terminals of the subset as well.

In the case of data transmission from the two or more access points in the direction of the wireless terminal (i.e., in the downlink direction), the control unit is configured to select at least one, in particular exactly one, access point of the two or more access points for wireless data transmission to the wireless terminal. In other words, the control unit is configured to select a subset (for example, one or more than one) or all of the plurality (for example, two, three, four, or more) of access points available for data transmission. According to one possible implementation, the at least one access point out of the plurality of access points may be selected in advance, i.e., for example, be prespecified at the beginning and used for data transmission. According to a refinement of this possible implementation, at least one other access point may be selected as needed instead of the preselected at least one access point. Thus, it is possible, for example, for the two or more access points that are assigned to a wireless terminal to be initially preselected for data transmission in the downlink direction to said wireless terminal. Subsequently, if needed, at least one of the two or more access points may be selected. The implementation discussed above may be described as a two-stage process in which the access points assigned to the mobile terminal may be first preselected (initialized) for data transmission and subsequently, if needed, at least one of the originally preselected access points may be selected.

However, the two-stage process mentioned above should be viewed as optional and, as an alternative, at least one, in particular exactly one, of the access points assigned to the mobile terminal may be selected for data transmission using a single-stage process.

Preferably, in the case of transmission in the downlink direction, the control unit may be configured to select an access point from the two or more access points based on
information regarding the respective transmission channel (communications channel) between the two or more access points and the wireless terminal for the transmission of a message from the selected access point to the wireless terminal. In particular, information is taken into account for this purpose that specify the transmission channel in the downlink direction; however, information may also be used that characterize the transmission channel in the uplink direction or in the uplink and downlink directions.

Alternatively or additionally, in case of data transmission from the wireless terminal in the direction of the two or more access points (i.e., in the uplink direction), the control unit is configured to determine a message to be further used in the communications network, for example, a message to be forwarded to the one or more computing units or to one or more other wireless terminals, based on messages received by the two or more access points from the wireless terminal. When the wireless terminal transmits a message in uplink direction to the two or more access points assigned to said terminal, the control unit may, according to various variants, determine the message to be further used in the communications network. Both received messages are identical as long as no transmission errors have occurred. However, if an error occurs in transmission on one or more of the communications channels from the wireless terminal to the two or more access points, the messages received will deviate not only from the original message, but also, if possible, from one another.

According to a first variant, the control unit may be configured to decide with reference to a first metric which of the messages received from the two or more access points should be further used, for example, forwarded to the central computing unit. The control unit may, in accordance with the first variant, by means of the first metric, select one of the received messages as provisionally (probably) correct and further use it. If the received messages are identical, provision may also be made in the first metric for one of the received messages in such a case to be selected at random and further used in the communications network. Alternatively, in the case of identical messages, all (identical) received messages may be further used instead of one (randomly) selected message. The decision may also be made with the aid of the first metric, for example, by evaluating checksums (for example, as cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs)) and/or by evaluating error correction parameters (for example, soft decision values of the error correction decoder). According to a second variant, the control unit may be configured to combine the received messages with one an-
other according to a second metric in such a way that the combination results in the

correct (originally sent or to be received in the case of correct transmission) message

with at least a high degree of probability. According to the second variant, the mes-
sages may even be successfully reconstructed or determined if all (for example, both) of the received messages contain errors, for example, different errors.

In order to implement the first and/or second metric, the control unit may comprise a
logic unit. The control unit may be disposed, contained, or configured perse in the
one or more central computing units connected to the two or more access points in a
wired fashion. Alternatively or additionally, it is also possible for the control unit to be
disposed in a decentralized fashion between two or more access points, for example, the two or more access points receiving the messages. Moreover, it is also possible
to configure the control unit as logical components and distribute the logical compo-
nents over the access points (for example, contained in the access points).

Furthermore, the present invention also provides for a method for controlling a wire-
less data transmission between a wireless terminal and access points of a communi-
cations network provided in a means of transportation, in particular an aircraft. The
wireless terminal is assigned to two or more of the access points in such a way that a
communications channel is respectively available between the wireless terminal and
the two or more access points for wireless data transmission between the wireless
terminal and the two or more access points. In the method according to the inven-
tion, in the case of a data transmission from the two or more access points in the
direction of the wireless terminal (i.e., in the downlink direction), at least one, in
particular exactly one, of the two or more access points is selected by means of a
control unit for the wireless data transmission to the wireless terminal. Alternatively
or additionally, in the case of data transmission from the wireless terminal in the
direction of the two or more access points (i.e., in the uplink direction), a message to
be further used in the communications network is determined by means of the con-
trol unit based on messages received by the two or more access points from the
wireless terminal.

The association between the wireless terminal and the two or more access points
may be specified in a fixed (unchangeable) fashion such as, for example, fixed by
design or a fixed configuration. Some or all of the associations (assignments) may
also be changeable, for example, dynamically selected or modified during operation.
Thus, it is conceivable for at least some of the associations to be prespecified at the
beginning and for at least a subset of the prespecified assignments to be changed during the operation of the network. The initial presets and/or the changes during operation may be conducted or at least initiated by the control unit.

In the case of data transmission from the two or more access points in the direction of the wireless terminal (downlink), the following steps may be carried out by the method. First, by means of the control unit, an access point responsible for the data transmission may be selected from the two or more access points available for selection based on information regarding the respective transmission channels between the two or more access points and the wireless terminal. After selection, a message may be transmitted from the selected access point to the wireless terminal. The information regarding the respective transmission channels between the two or more access points and the wireless terminal that is used to select the access point may be derived from many various kinds of information and, in particular, relate to the respective transmission channel in the downlink direction, i.e., from the two or more access points to the wireless terminal. For example, this information may be derived from regular data transmissions previously made between the two or more access points and the wireless terminal and/or at least one channel measurement or channel evaluation previously made between the two or more access points and the wireless terminal and/or the current load in the communications network. Alternatively to the selection of the access point based on information regarding the respective transmission channel between the two or more access points and the wireless terminal, the selection of the access point from the two or more access points may also occur randomly (by chance).

Preferably, in the case of a failed transmission of the message from the selected access point to the wireless terminal, the step of selecting the access point is performed again (repeated). By repeating the selection step, the same or another of the two or more access points may be selected for the subsequent transmission of the message.

In the case of data transmission from the wireless terminal in the direction of the two or more access points (i.e., in the uplink direction), the method may comprise the following steps. First, a message may be transmitted from the wireless terminal to a plurality, for example, to all, of the two or more access points, which is then received by the two or more access points. Based on the messages received from the wireless terminal by the two or more access points (for example, by evaluating the received
messages), the message to be further used in the communications network, for example, a message to be forwarded to the control unit or to other terminals, may be determined, for example, derived from the two or more received messages.

According to a first variant, it is conceivable for characteristics of the messages received by the two or more access points from the wireless terminal to be compared to a predetermined first metric. Based on the comparison to the predetermined first metric, one of the messages received by the two or more access points from the wireless terminal may be selected as the message to be further used in the communications network. For example, the message whose characteristics coincide more closely with the predetermined first metric may be selected out of the messages received by the two or more access points. The predetermined metric may specify, for example, the appearance of the correct message. If the messages are all correctly received by the two or more access points, the first metric may specify, for example, that one of these messages be selected randomly as the message to be further used. Alternatively, the first metric may specify that, for example, the message received first be selected as the message to be further used. However, if errors occur in the transmission, the received messages will usually deviate from one another. With the aid of the first metric, the message can be detected from the messages received that most probably corresponds to the correct message or coincides most closely with the correct message.

According to a second variant, as an alternative to selecting one of the received messages, a subset of the received messages, or all the received messages, may be combined with one another. For example, the messages received by the two or more access points from the wireless terminal may be combined into a message to be further used in the communications network by means of a prespecified second metric. The combination of messages by means of the second metric may also occur, for example, with the aid of characteristics from error correction (for example, soft decision values of the error correction decoder) and/or radio frequency parameters of the receiver (for example, reception level). The combined message may then reflect the correct message with at least a high degree of probability. The second variant may be successfully used even if all received messages contain (different) errors.

At least one of the two or more access points may monitor the communications network for possible sources of interference (disrupters), in particular high-frequency disrupters. For example, in the case of data transmission in the uplink direction, at
least one or more, for example, even all, of the access points monitor its respective
reception channel and detect possible disrupters with reference to certain predeter-
mined parameters. The disrupters may be intentional or unintentional disrupters. For
example, the source of interference may be a defective network component in the
communications network itself, such as a defective electronic device integrated into
the network, or a defective electronic device brought on board the aircraft by a pas-
senger (known as a passenger electronic device, or PED). The source of interference
may also be an electronic device or communications device of another aircraft. In this
context, the source of interference may, for example, be components of the wireless
communications network of an aircraft located in the vicinity operating in a frequency
range that at least overlaps, and possibly even coincides, with the frequency range of
the communications network. It is also conceivable for the source of interference to
be an electronic device that is part of the airport infrastructure. Moreover, devices
that generate high-frequency interference signals for the purpose of disrupting the
communications network (known as jammers) are also conceivable as sources of
interference.

In the case of data transmission in the downlink direction, for example, for one or
more of the access points currently not functioning as transmitters (not selected as
transmitters) may function as receiver(s) and monitor the presence of interference
signals. By the targeted analysis of one or more parameters, this access point or
these access points may determine the probability of the presence of a disrupter. To
this end, typical characteristics of interference signals may be used, such as changes
to the receiver field intensity (for example, an abrupt or sudden change to the re-
ceiver field intensity), a signal duration typical of interference signals, or statistic
characteristics typical of interference signals. Depending on the type of disrupter
(interference source), interference signals may comprise, as features, a constant
signal level (i.e., a signal level not subject to the typical variations of a regular
transmitter) or unexpected level variations (i.e., sudden level changes in the middle
of a data packet) or be sent at unexpected times (regular transmitters are allowed to
send only at predetermined times). For example, interference detection may take
into account the fact that the monitoring access point recognizes or is able to recog-
nize the desired transmission signal.

Known disruptors or sources of interferences may, for example, be reported by the
access point to the central computing unit such that the latter is able to introduce
countermeasures at the system level. Alternatively or additionally, it is also possible
for a detected disrupter to flow into the first and/or second metric which, as described above, are used to select the transmitter and/or to determine the receiving route. The computing unit may also instruct that a wireless terminal be assigned to one or more other access point(s) located in the receiving range whose communications connection shows no or less interference power. It is also possible, for example, when monitoring a disrupter with the aid of multiple access points, to localize the disrupter and initiate targeted countermeasures.

The invention further relates to a computer program having program code that, when loaded into a computer or a processor (for example, a microprocessor or microcontroller) or when running on a computer or processor (for example, a microprocessor or microcontroller), causes the computer or processor (for example, the microprocessor or microcontroller) to perform the method described above. In addition, the invention relates to a program storage medium or computer program product having the aforementioned computer program.

Even if some of the aspects of the invention described above were described with regard to network components or the control unit, these aspects can also be implemented as a method or as a computer program performing the method. Likewise, aspects of the invention described with regard to the method may be realized by means of suitable units in the network components and the control unit or be carried out by the computer program.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention shall be described in the following with reference to the attached schematic figures, which show:

Fig. 1 a schematic representation of a network architecture of a wireless communications network for an aircraft;

Fig. 2 a schematic representation of one embodiment of a control unit that may be used in the communications network from Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 a schematic representation of a section of the communications network from Fig. 1 in the performance of a method according to a first or second embodiment;

Fig. 4 a flowchart of the method according to the first embodiment;
Fig. 5  a flowchart of the method according to the second embodiment;

Fig. 6a  a schematic representation of a section of the communications network from Fig. 1 in the performance of a method according to a third embodiment;

Fig. 6b  a schematic representation of a section of the communications network from Fig. 1 in the performance of a method according to the third embodiment;

Fig. 7  a flowchart of the method according to the third embodiment;

Fig. 8a  a schematic representation of a section of the communications network from Fig. 1 in the performance of the method according to the third embodiment and with a source of interference present; and

Fig. 8b  a schematic representation of the communications network from Fig. 1 in the performance of the method according to the first or second embodiment and with a source of interference present.

It is assumed in the following by way of example that the communications network shown in the figures and described below is a network in an aircraft. However, the communications network is not limited to this application, but may also be used in other means of transportation such as trains, buses, or ships.

Fig. 1 shows the network architecture of a wireless radio communications network for an aircraft as proposed herein.

The network components disposed in the communications network are a central computing unit (referred to below and in the figure as a server) 100, a plurality of access points (abbreviated in the figures as ZP) 200a, 200b, 200c, a plurality of wireless terminals (abbreviated in the figures as DE) 300a to 300e, as well as a wire-connected data bus 120 that connects the server 100 to each of the access points 200a, 200b, 200c. Fig. 1 shows three access points 200a, 200b, 200c by way of example; however any plurality of access points may be disposed in the communications network. Moreover, Fig. 1 shows five wireless terminals 300a to 300e by way of
example; however, any plurality of wireless terminals may be disposed in the communications network.

The access points 200a, 200b, 200c produce the transition from the wire-connected data bus 120 to the wireless terminals 300a to 300e. Generally, each access point 200a, 200b, 200c may offer connection to multiple wireless terminals 300a to 300e. The wireless terminals may, for example, be sensor nodes or other electronic devices that are able to communicate in a wireless fashion with the server 100 or communicate with other devices or terminals via the server 100. Applications may run on the server 100 that require connections to the terminals 300a to 300e or realize connection queries of other devices (terminals) or other applications via the network. Moreover, applications may run on the server to which the wireless terminal 300a to 300e want access.

In the architecture shown in Fig. 1, each of the wireless terminals 300a to 300e is assigned to exactly two access points 200a, 200b, 200c by way of example. This means, for example, that the wireless terminal 300a is not only assigned to the access point 200a but also to the access point 200b. The same applies for the wireless terminal 300b. Thus, according to the architecture shown in Fig. 1, it is possible for some of the wireless terminals 300a to 300e to be associated with the same access points 200a, 200b, 200c. Furthermore, it may be seen in Fig. 1 that the wireless terminal 300c and the wireless terminal 300d are associated with the access point 200b as well as with the access point 200c. Finally, the wireless terminal 300e is assigned to the access point 200a as well as with the access point 200c. Although each of the wireless terminals is assigned by way of example in Fig. 1 to exactly two access points, device association is not limited to this example. Each of the wireless terminals 300a to 300e may also be assigned to more than two, for example, three, four, five, six, or more than six access points as long as the condition is met that the wireless terminal is assigned to at least two access points 200a, 200b, 200c. All of the wireless terminals 300a to 300e in the network need not be assigned the same number of access points 200a, 200b, 200c. Thus, deviating from Fig. 1, it is also possible for the wireless terminal 300a to be assigned to two access points, for example, access points 300a and 200b, but for the wireless terminal 300b to be assigned to more than two (for example, three) access points, such as the access points 200a, 200b, 200c.
If, for example, data are now to be transmitted from the server 100 to the wireless terminal 300a (i.e., in the so-called downlink direction), either of the access points 200a, 200b assigned to the wireless terminal 300a may, in principle, assume the wireless transfer of the data. However, dual channel capacity would normally be necessary in this case because the data are transmitted on different frequencies (in the case of a frequency multiplex method such as FDMA) or different time slots (in the case of a time multiplex method such as TDMA) or with different codes (in the case of a code multiplex method such as CDMA). As an alternative to transmission via each of the access points (200a, 200b), a control unit described in greater detail below is used to select one of the two access points 200a, 200b for data transmission to the wireless terminal 300a.

On the other hand, if data are to be transmitted, for example, from the wireless terminal 300a to the server 100 (i.e., in the so-called uplink direction), the data are transmitted to both of the access points 200a, 200b assigned to the wireless terminal 300a. However, both of the messages received by the access points 200a, 200b are not forwarded to the server 100; rather, the control unit described in greater detail below derives/determines a message to be forwarded to the server 100 from the received messages.

Fig. 2 shows a possible arrangement of this control unit 160 in the communications network from Fig. 1. According to the exemplary arrangement according to Fig. 2, the control unit 160 is disposed in the server 100. Alternatively, however, it is also possible for the control unit 160 to be disposed in a decentralized fashion between the access points 200a, 200b, 200c or to distribute it over a subset or over all of the access points 200a, 200b, 200c as logical components.

As may be seen in Fig. 2, the server 100 comprises a transmitting-receiving component 140 with which the server 100 may receive data from the data bus 120 in a wire-connected fashion and with which the server 100 may transmit data via the data bus 120 in a wire-connected fashion. The transmitting-receiving component 140 is connected to the control unit 160 such that the transmitting-receiving component 140 is able to forward received data to the control unit 160 and such that the control unit 160 is able to relay data to the transmitting-receiving component 140 for transmission via the transmitting-receiving unit 140.
Independently of the exact arrangement of the control unit 160 in the communications network 100, the control unit 160 selects one of the two access points 200a, 200b for the transmission of data to the wireless terminal 300a. According to a first implementation, it is possible for the control unit 160 to instruct the server 100 via the transmitting-receiving component 140 and the data bus 120 to transmit the data to be transmitted only to the selected access point. According to a second implementation, it is possible for the server 100 to transmit the data to be transmitted via the transmitting-receiving component 140 and the data bus 120 to both access points 200a, 200b assigned to the wireless terminal 300a and for only the access point ultimately selected by the control unit 160 to transmit the data to the wireless terminal 300a. If, for example, it is assumed that the control unit 160 selects the access point 200a for data transmission, this access point transmits the data to be transmitted in a wireless fashion to the wireless terminal 300a in the downlink direction.

Fig. 3 shows a section of the communications network from Fig. 1. For simplicity's sake, this section shows only the server 100, the data bus 120, two access points 200a, 200b, and a wireless terminal 300b, which is assigned to the two access points 200a, 200b. In the example shown in Fig. 3 the server 100 is designed like the server shown in Fig. 2, i.e., the server 100 comprises the control unit 160. Alternatively, it is also possible for a conventional server without a control unit 160 to be provided and for the control unit 160 to be arranged in a decentralized fashion between the access points 200a, 200b and connected to the data bus 120, as is implied by the dashed lines in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 depicts the case in which data transmission occurs in the uplink direction, i.e., from the wireless terminal 300b to the access points 200a, 200b. Two embodiments of a method for controlling (or coordinating) this wireless data transmission in the uplink direction are shown as flowcharts in Figs. 4 and 5.

A first embodiment of a method for controlling (coordinating) the wireless data transmission in the uplink direction is shown in Fig. 4. If a message (one and the same message) is transmitted by a wireless terminal 300b in the uplink direction to the access point 200a as well as to the access point 200b, then both of these access points 200a, 200b receive the message via their respective assigned communications channels to the wireless terminal in step 402. It is possible for one or both of the communications channels from the wireless terminal to the access points to be free of interference and, correspondingly, for one or both of the access points to correctly receive the message. However, it is also possible for errors to occur in the transmission and for one or both access points 200a, 200b to receive faulty messages. It is
moreover possible for both transmission channels from the wireless terminal 300b to the access points 200a, 200b to experience interferences of different strengths, i.e., for different errors to occur in the two transmission channels.

A logic present in the control unit 160 then decides, independently of whether the control unit 160 is centrally located in the server 100 or provided in a decentralized fashion between the access points 200a, 200b, which of the received messages should be further used. To this end, the logic compares characteristics of each of the received messages in step 404 to a first metric and determines based on said comparison which of the received messages will be further used. For example, it is possible for the logic to select and further use in step 406 one of the received messages as more likely to have been correctly received or to have fewer errors based on the comparison. The selected message may, for example, be further used in that it is forwarded to the server 100 and evaluated there or transmitted by the server to another wireless terminal. As is implied by dashed lines in Fig. 4, step 404 is only optional and may therefore be omitted. Thus, for example, initially only step 402 may be carried out in that the messages from the access points 200a, 200b are received. Subsequently, the control unit 160 may determine, for example, randomly, which of the received messages should be further used.

A second embodiment of a method for controlling the data transmission in the uplink direction is shown in Fig. 5. According to this embodiment, the wireless terminal 300b transmits a message in the uplink direction respectively via a communications channel to the access point 200a and to the access point 200b. The messages received by the access points 200a, 200b in step 502 are combined by the control unit 160 according to a second metric (step 504) independently of whether the control unit 160 is located in the server 100 or disposed in a decentralized fashion between the access points 200a, 200b. The combination of the received messages then indicates the correct message with a high degree of probability or, in particular, precisely.

Figs. 6a and 6b each show the same section of the communications network from Fig. 1 with the server 100, the data bus 120, the two access points 200a, 200b, and the wireless terminal 300b assigned to the two access points 200a, 200b. As an alternative to being disposed in the server 100, the control unit 160 may also be disposed between the access points 200a, 200b or (logically) distributed on the access points 200a, 200b. As illustrated in Figs. 6a and 6b, either the access point 200a
(Fig. 6a) or the access point 200b (Fig. 6b) transmits data in the downlink direction to the wireless terminal 300b. These data may, for example, originate from the server 100 or from another wireless terminal.

Fig. 7 schematically shows a flowchart of the method according to the third embodiment for data transmission in the downlink direction.

For example, the server 100 wishes to transmit a message to the wireless terminal 300b. Alternatively, another wireless terminal wishes to transmit data to the wireless terminal 300b via the server 100. Independently of whether the original message originates from the server 100 or from another wireless terminal, the message is conducted from the server to the access point 200a and the access point 200b via the data bus 120 in a wired fashion. In step 702, the decision is then made as to which of the access points 200a, 200b should transmit the message to the wireless terminal 300b in a wireless fashion. The selection may, for example, be performed at random.

According to the embodiment assumed by way of example, however, the selection is not made at random, but rather takes into account information regarding the respective transmission channel between the two access points 200a, 200b and the wireless terminal 300b. Using this information, the transmission channel that is likely to be better can be selected. This information may be derived from previously conducted transmissions in the downlink and/or uplink direction between the access points 200a, 200b and the wireless terminal 300b. Alternatively or additionally, the information may take into account one or more channel measurements or channel evaluations conducted prior to transmission in which a test message is exchanged in the uplink and/or downlink direction between the access points 200a, 200b and the wireless terminal 300b. Alternatively or additionally, the information may take into account the current load in the entire network or in a region of the network, for example, in the region around the access points 200a, 200b and the wireless terminal 300b. After the selection of the access point that is anticipated to have the better transmission channel to the wireless terminal 300b, a message is transmitted from the selected access point in the downlink direction (step 704). Fig. 6a shows by way of example that the access point 200a transmits the message to the wireless terminal 300b because it was selected in step 702. Fig. 6b shows by way of example how the access point 200b was selected in step 702 due to a better transmission channel to the wireless terminal 300b and accordingly transmits the message in step 704.
It is conceivable for the access point 200a to be initially selected in step 702 and, as shown in Fig. 6a, to transmit the message to the wireless terminal 300b. If any transmission errors occur in this transmission that, for example, makes the further use of the received message impossible, one of the two access points 200a, 200b is selected again in step 702. If, for example, the access point 200b is now selected, then this access point retransmits the message to the wireless terminal 300b, as is shown in Fig. 6b. After a successful transmission of the message, the method ends and can be conducted again for a new message. If an error occurs again, steps 702 and 704 may then be repeated as long as is necessary for the transmission to be successful.

Figs. 8a and 8b show situations in which a disrupter 400 influences transmission in the uplink direction (Fig. 8b) and in the downlink direction (Fig. 8a). According to Fig. 8a, for example, the access point 200a transmits a message to the wireless terminal 300b because the access point 200a was selected for data transmission in step 702. The disruptor 400 at least impedes or possibly even prevents the successful transmission of the message. In order to prevent this, the access point 200b comprises a monitoring component 500 by means of which it is able to monitor radio signals. The access point 200a also comprises such a monitoring component; however, it is not currently active because it is already transmitting the message to the wireless terminal 300b. This means that the access point that is not currently functioning as the transmitter is able to monitor the radio signal with the aid of its monitoring component 500. By evaluating one or more parameters in a targeted manner, the access point 200b is able to calculate the probability of the presence of a disrupter 400. To this end, it is able to use typical characteristics of interference signals such as, for example, changes to the receiver field intensity typical of interference signals (such as a sudden change to the receiver field intensity), a signal duration typical of interference signals, or statistic characteristics typical of interference signals. It is conceivable, for example, that the access point 200b initially received no signal or only a signal with a low receiver field intensity. If a sudden, high-frequency disruption occurs due to the disruptor 400, the field intensity received by the access point 200b changes abruptly. The access point 200b can then conclude from this that a disruptor is located in its surroundings or in the range or in the surroundings of the communications network. Signals transmitted by disruptors 400 also usually have different static characteristics from signals for the transmission of a message.
A disrupter 400 recognized by the access point 200b is reported to the server 100, which is then able to initiate countermeasures on the system level. The server 100 may also use the information received with regard to the disrupter 400 to calculate the first metric and/or the second metric for selecting the access point or for selecting the best receiving route. The control unit 160 may also instruct that the wireless terminal 300b be assigned to another access point located within the receiving range, for example, the access point 200c, that is farther removed from the source of the interference or is experiencing less interference from the disrupter. If a plurality of access points is monitoring the communications network for potential disrupters 400 with the aid of their monitoring components 500, then the server is able to localize the disrupter 400 using the information transmitted to it by the access points and accordingly take more targeted countermeasures.

Fig. 8b illustrates the presence of a disrupter 400 during a data transmission in the uplink direction. During transmission in the uplink direction, for example, the access point 200b may also monitor its surroundings with the aid of its monitoring component 500 as is described with regard to the downlink direction. For example, the access point 200b may monitor the receiving channel in question for interference in order to recognize possible disrupters 400 using the received signals by evaluating the parameters mentioned above, as described above. In this case, for example, the access point 200b may, in monitoring mode, suspend receipt of the message transmitted by the wireless terminal 300b and only continue receipt when it is no longer in monitoring mode. Alternatively, however, the access point 200b may also receive data from the wireless terminal 300b even during monitoring mode for detecting possible disruptors 400.
Claims

1. A control unit (160) for controlling a wireless data transmission between a wireless terminal (300a - 300e) and access points (200a, 200b, 200c) of a communications network provided in a means of transportation, in particular in an aircraft, with the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) being assigned to two or more of the access points (200a, 200b, 200c) in such a way that a communications channel for the wireless transmission of data is respectively available between the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) and the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c), wherein the control unit (160) is configured to at least one of:

- in the case of a data transmission from the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) in the direction of the wireless terminal (300a - 300e), select at least one, in particular exactly one, of the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) for the wireless data transmission to the wireless terminal (300a - 300e); and

- in the case of a data transmission from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) in the direction of the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c), select a message to be further used in the communications network based on messages received by the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e).

2. The control unit (160) according to Claim 1, wherein, in the case of data transmission from the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) in the direction of the wireless terminal (300a - 300e), the control unit (160) is configured to select one access point out of the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) based on information regarding the respective communications channel between the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) and the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) for the transmission of a message from the selected access point to the wireless terminal (300a - 300e).

3. The control unit (160) according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein, in the case of data transmission from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) in the direction of the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c), the control unit (160) is configured to:

- select one of the messages received by the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) as the message to be further used in the communications network based on a com-
parison of the messages received by the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) with a predetermined first metric; or
- combine the messages received by the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) by means of a predetermined second metric to form the message to be further used in the communications network.

4. The control unit (160) according to any one of Claims 1 to 3, wherein the control unit (160) is contained in a central computing unit, in particular a central server (100), connected in a wired fashion to the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) or is disposed between the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) or is distributed as a logical component over the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c).

5. A method for controlling a wireless data transmission between a wireless terminal (300a - 300e) and access points (200a, 200b, 200c) of a communications network provided in a means of transportation, in particular in an aircraft, with the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) being assigned to two or more of the access points (200a, 200b, 200c) in such a way that a communications channel is respectively available between the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) and the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c), wherein:
- in the case of a data transmission from the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) in the direction of the wireless terminal (300a - 300e), at least one, in particular exactly one, of the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) is selected by means of a control unit (160) for the wireless data transmission to the wireless terminal (300a - 300e); and/or
- in the case of a data transmission from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) in the direction of the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c), a message to be further used in the communications network is determined by means of the control unit (160) based on the messages received by the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e).

6. The method according to Claim 5, wherein, in the case of a data transmission from the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) in the direction of the wireless terminal (300a - 300e), the method further comprises the following steps:
selecting (702) by means of the control unit (160) an access point from the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) based on information regarding the respective communications channel between the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) and the wireless terminal (300a - 300e); and

- transmitting (704) a message from the selected access point to the wireless terminal (300a - 300e).

7. The method according to Claim 6, wherein the information regarding the respective communications channel between the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) and the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) is derived from at least one of:

- prior regular data transmissions between the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) and the wireless terminal (300a - 300e); and
- at least one channel measurement or channel evaluation of the respective communications channel between the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) and the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) conducted earlier; and
- the present load in the communications network.

8. The method according to any one of Claims 5 to 7, wherein, in the case of an unsuccessful transmission of the message from the selected access point to the wireless terminal (300a - 300e), the step of selecting (702) the access point is performed again.

9. The method according to any one of Claims 5 to 8, wherein, in the case of a data transmission from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) in the direction of the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c), the method further comprises the following steps:

- comparing (404) characteristics of the messages received by the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) to a predetermined first metric; and
- selecting (406) one of the messages received by the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) as the message to be further used in the communications network based on the comparison to the predetermined first metric, in particular selecting the message whose characteristics coincide more precisely with the predetermined first metric.
10. The method according to any one of Claims 5 to 8, wherein, in the case of a data transmission from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) in the direction of the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c), the method further comprises the combination (504) of the messages received by the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) from the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) by means of a predetermined second metric to form the message to be further used in the communications network.

11. The method according to any one of Claims 5 to 10, wherein at least one of the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) monitors the communications network for possible disrupters (400).

12. The method according to Claim 11, wherein, in order to detect the disrupters (400), one of the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) investigates its receiving signal for parameters typical of interference signals, such as changes in the receiving field intensity typical of interference signals, signal durations typical of interference signals, or static properties typical of interference signals.

13. The method according to any one of Claims 5 to 12, wherein the association between the wireless terminal (300a - 300e) and the two or more access points (200a, 200b, 200c) is fixed or changeable.

14. A computer program having program code that, when loaded into a computer or processor or running on a computer or processor, causes the computer or processor to execute a method according to any one of Claims 5 to 13.

15. A program storage medium or computer program product comprising the computer program according to the previous Claim.
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